"Small Town, Big Impact"  
Monmouth County

Manasquan High School, 18-21 Program  
"The Center for Learning and Independence (CLI)"

On a stroll down Main Street, a trip to the local supermarket, or while taking in a Blue Claws baseball game, it is likely you have been helped by, greeted by, or have shopped alongside one of the students in Manasquan High School’s newest program for students with special needs, The Center for Learning and Independence. "CLI", as it is known on campus, is an educational program for students with various abilities with a focus on community-based instruction and work-based learning. Students in the program learn meaningful skills through the completion of purposeful tasks, including soft skills such as how to successfully navigate social interactions, solve problems, and effectively manage their time. The program can best be described as “a classroom without walls.” Students are taught the skills they will need for the rest of their lives in their local communities, promoting generalization and maintenance of acquired skills in the process.

Key features that make Manasquan an ideal location for such a program is the small town’s walkability, its easy access to nearby towns through public transportation, and the welcoming spirit of its residents and business owners. In only its debut year, the CLI program has partnered with close to 30 businesses in Manasquan and the neighboring communities to provide a variety of work-based learning experiences to their students in the retail, hospitality, and food service industries.

So, next time you are in town, at the supermarket, or at a baseball game, feel proud that there are school programs such as the Center for Learning and Independence ensuring that individuals with various abilities are included in their local communities and best prepared for their road ahead.
Little Ferry School District celebrated Autism Awareness across the month of April. They began the celebrations by wearing blue in support of students with autism, followed by monthly celebrations that included: “Team Up for Autism”, “Hat Day”, “Get Comfy with Autism”, and “Royal Knights Together.” Each event was purposefully selected to show the student body that they are all on the same team, everyone is welcomed, and they are all Mighty! #BeMighty. Little Ferry noted that “this event was able to highlight our amazing students and everything they have to offer no matter what their challenges may be.”

Schools throughout New Jersey share how they celebrated

**Autism Awareness Month**

April 2022

Parsons Elementary School in North Brunswick celebrated Autism Awareness with local author Lisa Jacovsky. She provided a free assembly where students listened to two books in her Let’s Talk series, *A Story of Autism and Friendship* and *Going to the Zoo*. Students were able to interact with Lisa and ask questions and share stories of acceptance and inclusivity which are pillars of their school community. After the assembly, each class had discussions around celebrating differences, different types of communication and kindness.

Dickinson High School
Jersey City Public Schools
Hudson County

“The New Now” exhibit was on display at The Art House Gallery in North Jersey. This public event held a month-long showcase of student art from the PLACE and STARS Program out of Dickinson High School in Jersey City. The show reflected the identity, spirit, and imagination of students on the Autism Spectrum. For more information of this wonderful event, check out the Instagram page @ahpgallery.